
The Vertex Motorized Tension Screen 
System elevates zip track fabric guidance on 
horizontal or vertical solar screen shading to 
a new level. The sleek 5” cassette housing 
combined with spring/belt tensioning in 
the zip track rails is practical and stylish 
while its purpose is functional and essential 
for enhanced performance on solar screen 
protection.

The Vertex has great versatility for different 
applications. Top mounted setup on an 
existing sub-structure, a wall or soffit 
mounting attachment to a structure with 
front post support in open space areas, as a 
vertical screen in patio openings or windows, 
and even for interior skylights where a direct 
inverted installation of the full cassette and 
tracks is possible.

Multiple fabric selections are available from 
screen mesh materials to opaque shading 
fabrics designed to custom size and cover an 
area of up to 16’ in width with a maximum 
16’ projection. Additional units for more 
space coverage can be installed side by side 
with minimal gap, dual track guidance is also 
available.
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SPECIFICATION 
CHART

VERTICAL  
INSTALLATION

HORIZONTAL 
INSTALLATION
WITHOUT LEGS

HORIZONTAL 
WALL MOUNT 
INSTALLATION

WITH LEGS
Width  
(1/8” increments) 3’ - 16’ 3’ - 16’ 3’ - 16’ 

Projection
(1/8” increments) 3’ - 16’ 3’ - 16’ 3’ - 16’ 

Clear vinyl windows - 
width for Group 5A Yes 3’ to 16’ N/A N/A

Clear vinyl windows - 
projection for Group 5A 3’ - 12’ N/A N/A

Cassette options 5” 5” 5”

Roller tube size 80 mm 80 mm 80 mm

Complete fabric  
protection Yes Yes Yes

Hood
Hood not  

needed with  
cassette option

Hood not  
needed with  

cassette option

Hood not  
needed with  

cassette option

Fabric selections Screen fabrics Screen fabrics Screen fabrics

Motorized or manual Motorized only Motorized only Motorized only

Frame colors White, Brown, 
Sand, Charcoal

White, Brown, 
Sand, Charcoal

White, Brown, 
Sand, Charcoal

Custom colors N/A N/A N/A

Framework warranty 5 years 5 year 5 year

WHITE SANDBROWNCHARCOAL

STANDARD FRAME COLORS


